MR. VAGTBORG TO LEAVE ON 7 WEEK TOUR

Party Of Forty Goes To South America

Mr. Harold Vagtborg, director of the Research Foundation, has been named a member of the National Research Council Committee which will make an industrial exploration tour of South America. Upon its return, the Committee will make a report to the Department of Commerce on the industrial possibilities of Colombia, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil.

The party will be made up of forty research, industrial and banking executives. Of them, however, only a small number will be from Northern Illinois.

The tour is expected to occupy approximately seven weeks. Most of the work will be done via Pan-American Airlines. The tour's objective is to inspect the development of the more progressive South American countries through the application of modern technology. Resources will be sought for raw materials which may find new and more extensive markets in this country, especially in the fields of vegetable oil, foodstuffs, rubber, pharmaceuticals and native South American woods.

The base for the tour, which is expected to cost $40,000, will be Buenos Aires. The tour includes visits to all the major cities, with popular spots to be visited. The first stop is expected to be Buenos Aires, with the group traveling to Colombia and Peru.

One of the main reasons for the selection of Buenos Aires as the tour's base was that it is a representative of the Chicago area. It is the home of the Chicago Research Foundation, director of the Research Foundation.

A native of Copenhagen, Denmark, Mr. Vagtborg obtained his B.S. degree at the University of Illinois in 1930. From 1930 to 1951 he served as professor of municipal and sanitary engineering at Armour Institute of Technology.

Seniors Deluged By Job Offers

John J. Scherrer, director of the placement department, has released the following statistics on the activities for February:

There were 600 incoming and outgoing telephone calls in the office and one to three interviews were taken by various firms. There were more than thirty-four firms from all over the United States paying for interviews. Besides the regular work the department has been doing during its share in national defense by supplying 100 applications to the Navy and 30 to the Coast Guard. The total number of interviews handled by the department has been 120 during the last two months.

"Uncle John" has many letters on his desk thanking him for jobs which are now paying $100 to $200 a month.

Last Friday the Lockhead Air (Continued on page three)

EVERTON S. LEE Splits Seconds For Engineers

Seven millionths of a second - Hard to remove! Yet for a research engineer like Mr. Everett S. Lee of the General Electric laboratory who spoke before the Armour College students last Friday, Lightving has been the most devilish problem to electric power lines. Mr. Lee and his associates have studied and measured its effects. The results are most startling. One bolt of lightning, of only seven millionths of a second, duration builds up a potential of 750,000 to several million volts. The measurement of these high voltages, through the use of oscillographs, was only one of the problems which had to be solved by the research division.

Short steel production many years ago was averaging 500 feet per second. Today through the use of automatic gauge and regulating devices, which keep the thickness constant, the production has been increased to 1800 feet per second. In the textile industry, photo-electric cells have been utilized to check the weaver of cloth. Whenever the weave goes awry, automatic adjustments are made by the photo-electric cell arrangement.

Recording color analyzers are playing an ever increasing part in our daily lives. Articles placed before the analyzer are tested for their color reflection. A graph is automatically produced which shows the percentage of each color reflected by the object. Mr. Lee has made color tests of his paint checks, yarns, paint pigments mixtures and even of his favorite sportswear brand. A color may be duplicated at some distant point in a very short time by simply sending a graph showing its color composition.

MUSIC CLUBS Play March 14 At Goodman

On Friday night, March 14, the one hundred and fifty vocalists and instrumentalists of the musical club will present a concert at the Goodman Theater. The program will consist of many interesting choral and orchestral selections.

The concert will begin at 8 p.m. in the Goodman Theater. The program will begin at 8 p.m. in the Goodman Theater.

We will be held in the University of Illinois.

LEWIS PLAYERS Now Have Play Selected

Barrie's Spring Dance, a refreshing collegiate comedy has been chosen for production on April 25 by the Lewis Players. "Spring Dance" was selected in preference to many other plays which were under consideration of the group because it is especially suitable material for a large cast.

Though the entire cast has not yet been chosen, June Gottlieb has picked to play the leading role. Jane, who is a senior, has appeared in Two On An Island, Ladies of the Jury, You Can't Take It With You, and many other Lewis Players successes.

ROOM Gives Late Engineers Free Entrance

Well, we finally ran into an air
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There is a growing sentiment among American college students that the United States will not be able to avoid the present European conflict. The Student Opinion column invites you to share your thoughts on this subject.

**Student Opinion: Doubletalk**

In the early part of 1940 the majority of college students were convinced that we could stay out of the war. Since then, three out of every ten students have definitely changed their minds about the ability of this country to avoid the present conflict. Recent developments, including the declaration of war in the Mediterranean and the threatened invasion of England, and the impending battlefront have apparently made many college students think twice about their home. A majority now believes that the United States will soon be involved.

This is the record kept by Student Opinion over a period of fourteen months:

Believing we can stay out of the war 1939 December 29 68%
Believing we can stay out of the war 1940 December 29 68%
Now, February 1941 62%

The poll also revealed that the country as a whole has considerably changed its attitude toward the war. In March, 1939, 61% of the youth did not believe the war would come; in March, 1941, 52% of the youth are convinced that it will come.

In two sections of the country—New England and the west central states—there are still majorities of students convinced that we can stay out of the war.

**Can we stay out of the war?**

Yes No
New England 54% 46%
Middle Atlantic 46% 54%
East Central 47% 53%
West Central 50% 50%
South 48% 52%
Far West 49% 51%

**Ed Cieslak Shows Film To Groups**

Mr. Edwin S. Cieslak, zoology instructor at Lewis, will present a lecture on March 4, illustrated by two color films, to the junior and senior class at the University of Chicago Zoology Department. The films are entitled "Reptiles and Amphibians of the West." The lecture will take place in the Small Auditorium from 11:45 to 12:30.

**Junior Formal Sets Mark For Future Tech Social Affairs**

By Art Mihalek

Yep, it's over doggone it. As February marched on and March strutted in last Friday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Chicago Towers Club, the juniors put on a formal that was a formal. Its pleasant memories, as the man said, will last at the end of the week.

At nineteen in the towns those socialites of the highest rank were served the first mouth-watering course, the appetizer; it didn't last long, Q.E.D. Most quiet and harmonious and unobtrusive, the very melodious string quartet went to town. Within twenty rounds the Grand Ballroom's dance floor was swarmed under. Seems like the Illinois Tech, or any college in this state, for that matter. About the finer things of life, wow! and a waft of perfume, as the slightly overpowering torments picked out the gorgeous bits of femininity. Glimpses! Everywhere you would see these lovely beauties in the most exquisite attires. What a relief for an engineer after slide rules, steam tables, and handbooks! They certainly warmed the cockles of every heart.

For the "Champagne Music" of Lawrence Wilk led his orchestra and gave plenty upon the repasters at the beginning of the third course. Again our gay young blues and silveroras were hypnotized by the music and they remained until the hours of the morning.

Mr. Welch, his boys, and their majesties, a finishing touch on the ball the whole evening. And there was variety, too, into blue, from the Blue Danube Waltz, to Roogie Whoopee, to Presence.

When the orchestra put away their instruments at a o'clock we mean up from the crowd because everyone was ready, willing, and able to carry on all night with the same enthusiasm that had prevailed all evening. But the ball was over and everyone was ready to head on to some secret encore. So sure, the jammers put on their contests and will set this year's Junior Formal as their ultimate goal in respect.

**Swimmers Defeat Maryville 45-30 On Southern Trip**

Southern hospitality" was the theme of this past trip of the Illini Swim team last week. The boys swam a total of 400 yard and the Maryville Tigers 400 yard relay, which took place in the Swimming Pool, New York.

**Tech Riflemen Win Six Meets**

Illinois Tech's Rifle Team has shot its way to victory in a majority of the meets in which it has participated. Its record for the season is six victories and five defeats. Its list of victories includes such schools as Drexel, Stevens and Wichita. Most of the matches are arranged by mail and the brains of the list are the list of schools with the final scores being mailed to the other university.

So far only two matches are scheduled for this semester because the team is in practice for the Mid-West Invitational meet at the U. of C. on March 20-25.

Twelve men make up the roster of the rifle team which is led by Joe Hartman, the captain and managed by Hank Oehr. Only ten men participate in the matches so composition is held weekly to determine which men will fire. The mainstays of the team are: Deyer, Hartman, George Boro, Ed Dorr, Roy Smith, Bob La Nier and Dick Rick. Since are several from whom not production may be found. These include Bob Bell, Bob Zelnit, Roy Peterson, Bob Cieslak and Ted Duncan.

**Lewis Range Open To Student Body**

Lewis rifle and Pistol Club is now open to all students who wish to learn to shoot at arms and at the same time become an expert marksmen. There are as many as six, three for the pistol and three for the rifle. Each gun is a fully automatic type. The pistol may be fired for only five dollars per year, while the rifle may be fired for five dollars per hour.

Picture showing scores on L" structure calculating the score that dis- rupted "L" transportation lost Wednesday evening and delayed many people from getting to classes on time.

**When he wrote**

"What's in a Name?"

The Bard of Avon was right about the rose—"its name is important. But if it had anything to do with naming telephone exchanges, he'd have learned a lot!"

**Shakespeare didn't know the half of it.**

Names must be easy to pronounce and transmit—must not look like or sound like other exchange names—must not use the same bell ringer space.

Take MUIR and OTIS, for example. First—they didn't exist! For the first two letters of each appear in almost every name.

**FORTUNATELY, a better choice**

Many hundreds of names are listed, studied, discarded and accept with the same five figures. Take the wall street exchange, for example. The exchange of the trouser exchange of Crowther and Company.

At the time of the Bell System Telephone Exchange, named the telephone service to the world's first billion.

Why not telephone hours after 7 Long Distance rates to most points are lowered after 7 P.M., and all day Sunday.

**Ed Cieslak Shows Film To Groups**

Mr. Edwin S. Cieslak, zoology instructor at Lewis, will present a lecture on March 4, illustrated by two color television films, to the junior and senior class at the University of Chicago Zoology Department. The films are entitled "Reptiles and Amphibians of the West." The lecture will take place in the Small Auditorium from 11:45 to 12:30.

**Junior Formal Sets Mark For Future Tech Social Affairs**

By Art Mihalek

Yep, it's over doggone it. As February marched on and March strutted in last Friday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Chicago Towers Club, the juniors put on a formal that was a formal. Its pleasant memories, as the man said, will last at the end of the week.

At nineteen in the towns those socialites of the highest rank were served the first mouth-watering course, the appetizer; it didn't last long, Q.E.D. Most quiet and harmonious and unobtrusive, the very melodious string quartet went to town. Within twenty rounds the Grand Ballroom's dance floor was swarmed under. Seems like the Illinois Tech, or any college in this state, for that matter. About the finer things of life, wow! and a waft of perfume, as the slightly overpowering torments picked out the gorgeous bits of femininity. Glimpses! Everywhere you would see these lovely beauties in the most exquisite attires. What a relief for an engineer after slide rules, steam tables, and handbooks! They certainly warmed the cockles of every heart.

For the "Champagne Music" of Lawrence Wilk led his orchestra and gave plenty upon the repasters at the beginning of the third course. Again our gay young blues and silveroras were hypnotized by the music and they remained until the hours of the morning.

Mr. Welch, his boys, and their majesties, a finishing touch on the ball the whole evening. And there was variety, too, into blue, from the Blue Danube Waltz, to Roogie Whoopee, to Presence.

When the orchestra put away their instruments at a o'clock we mean up from the crowd because everyone was ready, willing, and able to carry on all night with the same enthusiasm that had prevailed all evening. But the ball was over and everyone was ready to head on to some secret encore. So sure, the jammers put on their contests and will set this year's Junior Formal as their ultimate goal in respect.

**Swimmers Defeat Maryville 45-30 On Southern Trip**

Southern hospitality" was the theme of this past trip of the Illini Swim team last week. The boys swam a total of 400 yard and the Maryville Tigers 400 yard relay, which took place in the Swimming Pool, New York.

**Tech Riflemen Win Six Meets**

Illinois Tech's Rifle Team has shot its way to victory in a majority of the meets in which it has participated. Its record for the season is six victories and five defeats. Its list of victories includes such schools as Drexel, Stevens and Wichita. Most of the matches are arranged by mail and the brains of the list are the list of schools with the final scores being mailed to the other university.

So far only two matches are scheduled for this semester because the team is in practice for the Mid-West Invitational meet at the U. of C. on March 20-25.

Twelve men make up the roster of the rifle team which is led by Joe Hartman, the captain and managed by Hank Oehr. Only ten men participate in the matches so composition is held weekly to determine which men will fire. The mainstays of the team are: Deyer, Hartman, George Boro, Ed Dorr, Roy Smith, Bob La Nier and Dick Rick. Since are several from whom not production may be found. These include Bob Bell, Bob Zelnit, Roy Peterson, Bob Cieslak and Ted Duncan.

**Lewis Range Open To Student Body**

Lewis rifle and Pistol Club is now open to all students who wish to learn to shoot at arms and at the same time become an expert marksmen. There are as many as six, three for the pistol and three for the rifle. Each gun is a fully automatic type. The pistol may be fired for only five dollars per year, while the rifle may be fired for five dollars per hour.

Picture showing scores on L" structure calculating the score that dis- rupted "L" transportation lost Wednesday evening and delayed many people from getting to classes on time.

**When he wrote**

"What's in a Name?"

The Bard of Avon was right about the rose—"its name is important. But if it had anything to do with naming telephone exchanges, he'd have learned a lot!"

**Shakespeare didn't know the half of it.**

Names must be easy to pronounce and transmit—must not look like or sound like other exchange names—must not use the same bell ringer space.

Take MUIR and OTIS, for example. First—they didn't exist! For the first two letters of each appear in almost every name.

**FORTUNATELY, a better choice**

Many hundreds of names are listed, studied, discarded and accept with the same five figures. Take the wall street exchange, for example. The exchange of the trouser exchange of Crowther and Company.

At the time of the Bell System Telephone Exchange, named the telephone service to the world's first billion.

Why not telephone hours after 7 Long Distance rates to most points are lowered after 7 P.M., and all day Sunday.
FORTUNATE GIRLS SEE FOOD SALON IN STEVENS HOTEL.

Privileged girls of Miss Whalen's vocational education courses had an opportunity to observe the sixth annual show of Culinary Art and National Food, Cockeysville, and Athletic Training Exposition, which opened at the Stevens Hotel, Tuesday, February 23rd. Artistic exhibits included everything from a bowl of fresh fruits to a sirloin steak, and from a cream puff to a lamb chop. Some of the exhibits were made entirely of paper.

Most outstanding of all entries was the meringue-round cake which was the contribution of Cyrille de Muzy. The meringue-round cake is unique in the fact that it is made entirely of paper. In addition to being the most outstanding entry, the cake was also one of the most popular items of the exposition for sale.

Other exhibits which attracted attention were the breads, stuffed vegetables, and sweet breads. Rosés arranged magnificently and inspection showed them to be of high quality. The breads included such items as raisin, date, and banana breads, all of which were judged to be of high quality.

Fire

(continued from page one)

loop, too. The train was full of ice. As a result of the fire, and you should have an opportunity to take a trip on the Maryland Scenic Railroad. The trains run on old steam engines, and the trip offers a unique opportunity to experience the history of railroading.

The "LV" were lined up on the south side of the road, waiting for the Twenty-sixth Street to be completed. -All the trains were full of ice. As a result of the fire, you should have an opportunity to take a trip on the Maryland Scenic Railroad.

The train had all the action of a throwing circus, staged entirely in the presence of the Criminal Courts Building and swept along by a dozen dark-clad, card-carrying reporters. The first act ended only on a note of terror as Earl Will-}

Arms Players' Smashing Hit "Front Page"

Given Feb. 22 Before Appreciative Audience

By Ed Farrell

Siren screaming in Chicago as four hundred menＫautéed killer! Sleepless newshounds double-talk to beat each other to the scoop! A fifth back-ground of authentic Chicago newspaper characters, social football, television . . . and the audience loved it.

What? Well, or course, you're talking about the Armour Players' production of "Front Page," presented Saturday, February 22, to a full house.

The play had all the action of a throwing circus, staged entirely in the presence of the Criminal Courts Building and swept along by a dozen dark-clad, card-carrying reporters. The first act ended only on a note of terror as Earl Will-
WANTED—ENGINEERS...

As never before in the history of this civilization, the employment of engineers is higher than in any proportions of a gigantic nature. Already, those who are engaged in the study or instruction of this science, are seeing the great need of the engineers, the responsibility of the engineers who is theirs to render the service. This is the time for us to become acquainted with the tremendous forces of the universe, and to realize the true constructive society of man. We must be aware of the fact that the interests of the whole generation are in bringing about such a society and that we have a duty to fulfill.

The role of science in this difficult enterprise must be never-ending, continuous, and infinite. In our efforts to create the necessary conditions for the development of the future, the training of engineers is of utmost importance. The need for engineers is increasing, and the responsibility of the engineering profession is growing.

...growth, arising from the masses of technical personnel. We feel that the coordination of science and the abstractions of practical science to the highest degree, beyond anything that exists today, constitutes a tremendous step forward. How is this to be accomplished? Formal technical education, in our minds, should play the largest part. Already the emphasis has been placed on the importance of mastering the tools of the trade. Courses in the fine arts, architecture, and industrial design are important, but they do not replace the fundamental knowledge of the engineer. The problem is how to combine the formal technical education with the practical experience of the engineer. How can we make the formal education as useful as possible?

In regard to the question asked, it is of the utmost importance to the student body of the Illinois Institute of Technology? I reply in kind.

In Lewis a part of ITT. According to the article "String Quarters to Serenade Guests" which appeared in Technology News, Vol. 31, No. 4, page 254, 1941, the junior class at Armour Academy will be called the "Quarterly String Quartet". The Armour section of the junior class feels that it must be the b.a. of Stanley, and Loyd Fisher High School for a queen for the junior group. As a student at Lewis, I have a fine opportunity of doing something for the school. May be I was just dreaming, however, then I seem to remember the rumor to the effect that there were some girls in the junior class at Lewis. But again I may recall the wrong. Maybe the Karma, Lamba, of the Middle West, may have been a figment of my imagination. At any rate the thought of the whole school coming over and let me know if there were any girls in the junior class of Lewis.

In conclusion, may I ask if John Bartkus, Charles Ball, Jack Thiel, Athletic Association, be present at the Middle West, and other Armour students. And of course, we cannot forget to take a look at the last tram, and Graymore, and George, who will be present in a blanket fest. We will all be present at the meeting down in the laboratory in the afternoon. We are not being used, and why not express our thanks, and of course, we will be there, instead of drawing distorted pictures on the blackboard which can be from the laboratory, or a suralism, or a surazoon that we justly deserve.
Track Squad Wins Triangular Meet; McCulloch Leads Techwach Scoring

After two earlier defeats the Illinois Tech track squad came through with a decisive victory over Chicago Teachers College and Morton Junior College, winning a triangular last Wednesday night. The Techliners were the victors of the two opponents as well as scoring nineteen points to other place 13 points. CTTC scored 13 points whereas Morton added only 3. The Techliners' leading scorer was Captain Charles McHoull who won three events.

Spring is the time of Chicago Teachers Week and Morton Tournament honors by right of 134 points netted by first in the 60 and 100 hurdles, second in the shot put and anchoring the relay team. Capt. Charles McHoull led the Tech victors in scoring with first in the first mile, second in the half mile and high jump along with a fourth in the pole vault.

The Techliners had the touchdowns after McCulloch's victory in the mile, the second event. Lightning Jake Jackson turned in a strong third in the distance event. Osborne had previously second in the 60 to Spring in the 60. The Techliners 115.94 scored to the 101.16 of the Teachers. The 400 yard medley relay was the second place.

The Techliners' victory was won by Captain Coach Charles McHoull in anchoring the team. McHoull scored by winning the 100 and 220 yards and placing second in the shot put.

We thought that we had ended the basketball season, but in truth the season is only beginning in the baseball field. The baseball team has begun their season and have been playing well.

Tennis:

Mike Page, Editorial Staff

Dr. Hayakawa giving Ray Kinnee (left) and Bob Kirk some points on the fine art of scaring.
Women Only

By Violent

It's common knowledge that the male gender is more gossipy than the females are. They are prone to share secrets and criticism. Your stocky shoulders have a lot to say, but you are the exception. You have a tendency to keep your secrets to yourself. However, don't let this fool you. You are capable of survival in any situation.

E - Electrically speaking

"If your sweetheart is a blonde and you have a bosom — brace yourself!"

"If she gets greedy — tickle her!"

"If she wants to meet you for lunch — meter!"

"If she wants a new car — reconcile!"

"If she comes to interview — I'd like to be a surgeon!"

"If you're a good looking woman — I want to be a surgeon again!"

Johm—: "Seven times a day you should see a better Clarke Gable or Robert Taylor. Come on out from under, boys, before you are enveloped in their opinions.

B - Baffled

What do we think of pickled herring with ice cream? We like our boys clean shaven unless he is another Clark Gable or Robert Taylor. Come out from under, boys, before you are enveloped in their opinions.

M - Manicure

Be the small thought things that I do. Do not be the foolish girl in the room. The other one is always left with the look at the door after her. Do you help the barbershop quartet or the street sweeper? If you don't do better, you will receive better cutting — or she will.

Charly

Those bobby soxers that have been in the back for many years having nothing to put on. Those sweet shirts and turtleneck sweaters with the initials are real good. A big, black bow, a big, black bow, is highly reminiscent of that last movie I saw starring Edward G. Robinson — a rep in big town. Followers always make sure that you are wearing black, with the initials.

Daffodils

The good ol' days — the time when the car parked and everybody got out.

Phoebe - the part of your rhythm that is fed.

Wife: "Just suppose we ulcers should occur go on your diet."

Husband: "Go right ahead, I've got a punch of a strike-breaker in mind."

The minister advised for a family and the next morning a sickly looking young man rang the bell.

"Can you start the fire and get breakfast, young man?" asked the minister.

"I'm sorry," answered the young man, "I'm just a college boy on vacation. I wash the dishes, and keep the house neat and tidy.

"Bert," says, "young fellow, I came here about nine getting married, but if I can't do as much work as all that, you can count me out right now.

An explorer leads a dog's life because he travels from Pole to Pole.

Amundsen

Mabel—Why did you break off your engagement with that good-looking young doctor.

Betty—Oh, it was his terrible writing. Every line I had a better friend in him I had to take it to a druggist to find out what was in it.

An old-fashioned girl blushed when she was embarrassed, but a modern girl is embarrassed when she blushed.

"My husband travels so much that each time he comes home he seems a perfect stranger.

Her Friend: "How thrilling!"

The real trouble with our youth today is that they were all out of the night before.

It doesn't breathe, it doesn't smell. It doesn't feel so very well.

I see disguised as myself.

The only thing it does, is blow...

You aren't fish?

Again I cleared the curtains and led you a chorus of joy.
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Becoming a Whiz in Six Easy Lessons

How To Master The Art Of Bowling

With a few simple tips, anyone can become proficient at bowling. It's a game that can be enjoyed by all, regardless of age or skill level. Whether you're a seasoned pro or just starting out, here are six easy lessons to help you become a whiz at bowling.

Part One: Understanding the Rules

Bowling is a game of strategy and precision. Understanding the rules is crucial to becoming proficient. It's important to know the basics, such as the number of rolls, the scoring system, and the rules for playing the game.

Part Two: Mastering the Grip

The grip is a crucial aspect of bowling. It's important to have a comfortable and secure grip on the ball. Practice different grips to find the one that works best for you.

Part Three: Learning the Angle

Knowing the correct angle of release is essential for achieving a successful throw. Experiment with different angles to find the one that works best for you.

Part Four: Developing Your Follow-Through

The follow-through is a critical part of the bowling motion. It's important to maintain a smooth and consistent follow-through to achieve maximum accuracy and power.

Part Five: Understanding Spin

Spin is a key factor in achieving a successful throw. Understanding the different types of spin and how to use them effectively can greatly improve your bowling performance.

Part Six: Training and Practice

Consistent practice is key to becoming proficient at bowling. Set aside time each week to practice your skills and work on improving your technique.

These six easy lessons will help you become a whiz at bowling in no time. Whether you're a beginner or looking to improve your skills, these tips will help you succeed on the lanes.

BLITZKRIEG

[continued]
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The Greeks Had a Word for It

By Helen Marcasco

Goddess

Robert J. Oropen

Delia Lomax's XI held its informal initiation on Saturday, February first. The annual "Simon the Greek" banquet was held at the Bimbo Hotel on Friday, February twenty-first. The first was followed by the formal presentation of Helen of Troy, and by his Palace House Ensemble... directly over the...

Sunday, the girls had dinner at the Gold

Peachess. After their "fancy meal" they went to the theater to see 'The Bidding of the Stomach Priests'.

Last Friday, Jeanette Markle visited

Eileen Lipton, a George and now a

head of the Education Department at the Hydros Corporation. Jeanette had an

opportunity to speak over many WHU in Montana. She gave her reasons for going
college and what she hoped to follow after graduation. An superb opportu-
nity. Jeanette!

Sylvia Paul, a Phi Beta Psi alumna mem-

ber, will be married to Mrs. Henry Geary, on March 6th. Good luck, Sylvia!

Last Tuesday, in the Losange-

land's had its second rushing luncheon. The room was made pleasant

ly brown shroud and dim candlelight. Jane Goree and Ruth Speigle did them

serve, preparing the luncheon for
guests. Baked bread, Brown
toasted roll, a salad of eggs, and

no one worried about diets, either.

They were too hungry to give it a thought.

Helen also attended a reception of the Modernists and Ruth Barty

burned out by the Chicago Board of

"agitation". They established a

scenario, which will be held to the

Sorority Apartment. They're planning
to surprise everyone... and they're

telling us that will be done. Tell you more about next week!
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The Greeks Had a Word for It

It seems that Mr. Harrold, Stever and Lind-

say have inaugurated a woman^hatter club.

Their charmer chapter, and will vol-

come recruits. Members are already

breaking up all with his galatea.

Just another man on the street.

Honey-Chile had a beautiful bright eye

and a smile that went well with a

brown complexion. But she was stuck with it.

Sophik and Helen Ethel after a vac-
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Thirteenth Annual Illinois Tech Relays
Draw Midwest’s Ace 41 Trackmen

Intromural Tournaments
Approach Final Week

Many Stars To Perform March 15

Weeks are drawing near for the date of the 13th Annual Illinois Tech Relays. Entries are coming in with increasing speed and at the end of the first five days there were seven teams en-
rolled. These schools are the University of Illinois, Central State Teacher’s College, Marquette University,
Carleton college, Northwestern University, Iowa Teacher’s College, and Western Illinois Teachers College. Of course the University of Illinois, Marquette, Northwestern, Iowa Teacher’s and Milwaukee Teacher’s College are repeats from last year. The other two now are to the Relays.

Last March the Tech Relays featured the sensational race in which Chuck Punco, formerly of Wisconsin broke the world’s rec-
ord for the three-quarter mile run. The college two mile relay record was broken by the Michigan Normal team from 8:00.5 to 7:55.3. In the University 70 yard dash the record of 9.1 was tied by Gene Gitler of Nebraska. Marquette’s two mile relay men established a new mark for this distance when they romped across the wire in 7:55.2 as against the old mark of 7:55.5. This year may better this and other marks that have been established for the Relays.

Medley Team Returns
Because the University has the whole team from the University of Illi-
nois and the Illinois Tech Relays for the past ten years the medley year last year. These four men as an instant team will be a serious threat to any competitors in this field. Also returning with the medley team are two members of the last year’s winning one university relay team. With this array of returning winners Illi-
onis will be a threat for a first place in the university division. In 1930 they ended in second place behind Marquette.

Marquette returns again this year. However, they are shy of the stars that brought them victory last time. It will be up to the few men from the second team to form a nucleus for a possible winning combination in the 1931 relays.

Northern Illinois Stands
Northwestern university will send several men to the meet this year who did themselves proud last year. Among these men are Ed Thalholme, Jim Smith and Bob Blom. Jim Smith swamped a first in the high jump while Bob Blom was second in a closely contested 15 yard high hurdles contest. Ed Thalholme was the champion of the pole vault two years ago. Last year, however, he was forced to yield to two other bets who tied for first. This season Ed is back again for another try at the pole vault mark. As in 1930 the public high school relay team will run in one of the special events on the evening prog-
gram. One of the other special events will be a special junior league team which will feature some of the leading junior college teams of the district.

FREE WARING
composer of over 50 college hill-songs—
*In Pleasure Time*

FOR LIT. MON., TUES., WED., THURS.,
AT 9 P.M.
N. B. C. STATIONS

GLENN MILLER
Amateur no. 1 Donor of Record Leader in
"Moonlight Serenade" for
LIT. TUES., WED., THURS.,
AT 9 P.M.
C. B. S. STATIONS

They really Satisfy
Copyright 1931, Columbia & Muzio Co.

COMPLETE LINE OF
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SETS FROM $3 TO $30
Greenwoods Book Store
1953 W. MADISON
SEELEY 3435
“Our 26th Year”
In The Lewis Institute Building

HAESSLER’S DRUG STORE
DAMON & MADDEN STORES
Fountain Service, Lunches
Homemade Ice Cream—Double Rich
Fresh Fruit Pahes At All Times

B. J. KESL CO.
Clay Pipes, Pins, Models, Pyrography and Club Pins
Trophies and Prize Cups
CERIAL 6052
DEAirons 9014
10 So. Washington Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

STUDENTS OF LEWIS COLLEGE
On West Where You Get The Best—And The Most For Your Money

SEELEY’S CAFETERIA
325 W. Madison St.
Try Us And Convince Yourself

RADON & MADDEN STORES
Fountain Service, Lunches
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B. J. KESL CO.
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DEAirons 9014
10 So. Washington Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

The Techrelays, which have been in the making for many weeks, are scheduled for March 15. This year the Techrelays will be held on the grounds of the University of Illinois. The Techrelays are one of the most popular meets of the season, and attract a large crowd of spectators. The Techrelays are divided into six main events: the 100 yard dash, the 220 yard dash, the 440 yard dash, the 880 yard run, the 1 mile run, and the relay race. The Techrelays are open to all college students, and the entries are accepted from all over the Midwest.

The Techrelays are sponsored by the University of Illinois, and are run under the direction of the University Athletic Council. The Techrelays are a great source of pride to the University of Illinois, and are a great source of激励 to the students who compete in them. The Techrelays are a great way to showcase the talent and skills of the athletes of the Midwest, and are a great way to bring the Midwest together.

The Techrelays are open to all college students, and the entries are accepted from all over the Midwest. The Techrelays are a great way to showcase the talent and skills of the athletes of the Midwest, and are a great way to bring the Midwest together. The Techrelays are a great source of pride to the University of Illinois, and are a great source of inspiration to the students who compete in them. The Techrelays are a great way to showcase the talent and skills of the athletes of the Midwest, and are a great way to bring the Midwest together.